
NORTH TO ALASKA… 
 
By Pattie Porter and Frank Coy 
 
Where do Air Force trainers go where plugging in the car is essential, 25 ºF BELOW 
ZERO is a “warm” day, and the air is so dry that it turns your breath into ice 
crystals?…Well, of course! Fairbanks, ALASKA.  For this unique training assignment at 
Eielson AFB in Fairbanks and Elmendorf AFB in Anchorage during February and March 
2007, Centre commissioned the able team of Frank Coy and Pattie Porter. Let’s get a 
peak into their stone-cold experience in their own words! . . .  
 
Our adventure began before we even arrived in Alaska with the challenge of what to pack 
for the harsh winter…”wear layers” was the sound advice from our local POC, Ed 
Constantine at Eielson AFB. As we had not met before, we took advantage of living 
within the state of Texas, met for coffee in San Antonio, and immediately clicked!  If we 
were going to be together so far away from home for three weeks, we needed to build our 
own relationship, communicate our expectations and just have fun, and we did. 
 
Shortly after arriving in Fairbanks, we were told this is the “coldest week” the area has 
had this winter with temperatures ranging from -25 ºF to an extremely frigid -45 ºF. This 
challenge required us to quickly adapt and learn to survive these extreme temperatures. 
So, what happens when temperatures get that frigid? First, you absolutely must “plug in 
the car” to keep the engine from freezing, which literally means attaching an electrical 
cord to the car and plugging it in to an outlet everywhere you go. And, don’t forget to 
keep the gas tank full at all times so that it won’t freeze. To our great surprise, we 
discovered these temperatures shattered the NSPS plastic binders because many materials 
like rubber, steel, and plastic will change its consistency and begin to deteriorate. You 
can only imagine what it does to your body…dehydrate you, burn your lungs if you 
breathe too deeply and of course, frostbite. Because the climate in central interior Alaska 
is extremely dry, there was not much snow on the ground. The environment does 
anything it can to suck moisture from every available source like your breath. For me, my 
breath was constantly freezing a layer of ice on my eye glasses making it impossible to 
see. Frank was my guide. Oh, and a trick for those of you who will be visiting Alaska in 
the winter…take a cup of hot black coffee and throw it into the air (no, not in the hotel, 
outside in the subzero temperatures.) The air literally zaps every drop of moisture from 
the coffee and turns it into a puff of vaporizing smoke with maybe a drop falling to the 
ground. 
 
With survival forefront in our minds, we decided right away we were not going to allow 
this harsh environment curb our enthusiasm or sense of adventure. We visited North Pole, 
Alaska, visited Chena Hot Springs where people soaked in a 108 degree hot spring while 
icicles formed in their hair. Short of soaking up the steam, the warmest place to hang out 
that day was the Ice House Museum where temperatures were maintained at 20 degrees 
to keep the ice sculptures from melting. We enjoyed observing a world-class, husband-
wife ice-sculpting team practice their craft in preparation of the international ice sculpting 
competitions to begin in a few days.  



 
Once we left Fairbanks, we headed for Anchorage in southern Alaska off of the Cook 
Inlet. The first thing we noticed when we walked outside is how “warm” it was at only 10 
degrees and that we could actually breathe in long, deep breaths…aaaahhhh! There was a 
lot of moisture in the air and with the moisture there was lots and lots of snow. We stayed 
in on-base housing at Elmendorf which made it very convenient for our daily trek to the 
Education Center. At least here, we didn’t have to worry about plugging in our car. 
 
Hearing that one of the unique things about Alaska is the presence of the northern lights, 
we immediately began our nightly quest to see the lights. We realized after we began our 
nighttime quest to see them that they were pretty elusive and unpredictable. We would 
faithfully set our alarms on the weekends for midnight, drove outside of the city of 
Anchorage in our dedicated quest but they eluded us the whole visit. Many locales stated 
they had not seen them all winter. They are certainly unpredictable. 
 
There were many things distinctive to Alaskan culture. First, we learned that Alaskans 
are very proud of their state given that Alaska is the first largest state in the U.S. They are 
also very friendly and made us feel very welcomed and at home…much like Texans. We 
often heard locales state they much prefer living outside of the “lower 48” and would stay 
in Alaska. Many military personnel have retired here. We also learned that it is best not to 
refer to native Alaskans as Eskimos but as Native Alaskans because the term Eskimo is 
considered pejorative. Dog sledding is also a big part of the Alaskan fabric. We were 
very fortunate to see the start of the Iditarod dog sled races in Anchorage…mush. This is 
considered the “last great race” with over 1,000 miles of harsh winter terrain to cross.  
 
We finally had our last adventure when we drove south on Seward Highway which 
hugged the mountains and the coastline. The scenery was absolutely spectacular with 
frozen waterfalls, ice rivers breaking apart and glaciers. We visited Portage Glacier where 
the locales at the Day Lodge were very helpful and friendly. We were able to drive 
through a 2 ½ mile tunnel inside a mountain that took us to part of Prince William Sound. 
The very small town was cut off and surrounded by the mountain. Boats floated in the 
completely thawed water where winds whipped around us. Other boats on the ground 
were almost completely covered with snow. It was a very desolated town with just a 
couple of people to be seen. We even got to visit with a police officer who helped us in 
more than one way. Can anybody say, “stuck on an ice bank in the middle of 
nowhere?!”…do tell.  Thank Heaven for friendly folks bearing cell phones!! 
 
 
Oh, the training…yes, that was an absolutely fantastic and creative experience. Centre 
staff, especially Nelson, Gwen and Maridol, along with the base POCs, training 
participants and military leadership were very supportive and pleased. Overall, 
participants rated the training “phenomenal” allowing us opportunities to be creative with 
our delivery. Ever experience melodrama theatre? Thank you to Barbara, Malcolm and 
others who afforded us this memorable training experience.  
 
 


